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Bringing Pressure Under Control:
Harnessing Control Valves for
‘Intelligent’ Water Networks

A Report on Best Practice from TALIS
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Introduction
For a generation focused on smart systems and big data, it can be

TALIS has created this solution to be low-cost, simple and quick

overlooked that there already exists a form of ‘smart’ technology

to implement. Its expert teams work alongside water companies

which is installed across every water system.

to bring intelligence and control to the management of their
networks.

Control valves, based on an elegant and original design that is
now over 80 years old, provide a low-cost and efficient way for

To understand if this approach would benefit your company, try to

water companies to manage water pressure, levels and flow rate.

answer the following questions:

By combining this tried and tested approach with modern
innovations and technology, it is possible to make huge strides in

1.

In this report, we show how these benefits can be achieved,
sharing best practice and the latest innovations. We also detail the

Do you know how many control valves are in your
network?

tackling the challenges faced by today’s water companies.
2.

Do you know when they were last serviced, replaced
or maintained?

level of impact this approach can deliver, for example, creating

3.

Do you know the functionality of each?

effective strategies to reign in levels of non-revenue water.

4.

Do you know the current setting on each?

5.

Do you have a strategy that these settings are trying

The potential benefits for water companies are enormous.

to achieve?

Not just tackling today’s major issues, but also achieving this
objective without the need for major investment or disruption.

6.

Do you know how to adapt those settings to achieve
a new strategy (e.g. reduce non-revenue water)

Importantly for water companies, it is also a solution within the

or adapt to changing circumstances (e.g. a sudden

current knowledge and understanding of their maintenance

increase in demand)?

teams, limiting the need for extensive training and increasing the
speed with which such a strategy can be implemented.

If the answer is “no” to any of these questions, TALIS can help
improve the performance and efficiencies of your network.
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About TALIS

About the BAYARD range:

www.talis-group.com

BAYARD in Meyzieu, France, is a well-known specialist for fire and pipe protection

TALIS protects water and thereby improves the living conditions of millions of people

systems, gates, water treatment and butterfly valves, fluid control, joint connectors

worldwide. TALIS strives to make the world a better place by being the best water

for pipelines and pipe connections. Bayard is the undisputed number one leader in

flow control solutions company worldwide. TALIS does this by being a leading global

France for fire hydrant. BAYARD supplies a full range of equipment designed

provider of premium water valves, hydrants and solutions/services for water flow

to cover all requirements, from the production of fresh water and water supply

control. TALIS is known to its customers around the world through its own leading

to domestic metering units and waste water disposal.

brands such as BAYARD, BELGICAST, ERHARD and RAPHAEL.

Within this huge portfolio, one of the most important product range is automatic

The success of the international group headquartered in Germany with 21 entities

control valves, manufactured since 70’s in France. Beside standard solutions as

and 14 production sites all over the world is based on the motivation, knowledge and

pressure reducing control valve, the team is able to provide tailor made solution

capabilities of its 1300+ employees. In 2016 the Group realised worldwide net sales

for any type of request either operating conditions. Therefore, more than 900

of €232 million.

solutions exist already. The know-how of Bayard R&D and skills from Bayard
Customer Technical Support department enable TALIS Group to be a key
player worldwide.
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Section 1:
The elegant simplicity of control valves
Control valves are an elegantly simple solution to control water pressure, flow
and levels, that have been in use for over 80 years.
Across a typical network, control valves are commonplace. The majority (around
70%) are used to control pressure, while some are also used to control water
levels (around 20%) or flow rate control (around 10%).
They work by varying the size of the passage by which water flows through the
valve. This is changed according to the signal from the device controlling the
valve. This control signal may be fixed or be set to respond automatically to given
circumstances, e.g. water pressure or flow rate.
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To operate, the device needs only the valve and a pilot unit to control its
operation. Many devices operate without the need for external power supply or
control and are entirely autonomous. Making them an easy and effective way to
exercise control.
Despite their simplicity, each device has the potential to provide thousands
of functions to help improve the management and control of water networks.
Crucially, this function can be altered by changing the pilot device (either its
settings or the device itself) rather than the valve. Meaning networks can be
managed quickly and with minimum disruption or cost.
These autonomous devices can run 24 hours a day to deliver this control across
the network. They are typically very accurate, easy to maintain and highly durable.
Their effectiveness has made control valves a very effective tool for supporting
water network management and efficiency. The original ‘smart’ water network
– if used effectively.
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Section 2:
Bringing new ideas to tried and tested solutions
In an age of smart tech and big data, this 80-year old technology may at first
seem out of place. However, new innovations in controlling the function of
control valves and planning the strategy for their use, places them at the heart
of modern water network management.
An example of this approach is the new HYDROBLOC Premium, part of the
BAYARD range from TALIS.
The HYDROBLOC Premium is an automatic control valve that creates new levels
of functionality, delivering better and more responsive ways to control pressure
within a system.
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It features an entirely hydraulic pilot circuit that adjusts automatically, setting

In particular, it reduces potential losses caused by the leaks in the network.

pressure in accordance to the demand within the network. Therefore, when

The amount of water lost through any leak is proportionate to water pressure.

demand is low (e.g. during night time) water pressure is automatically reduced.

For example, the annual loss of water through a 4mm hole under 10 bars of

Accordingly, when demand then increases, it raises water pressure so that the

pressure is 11,000 m3 – equivalent to four Olympic swimming pools. The more

network can better service this need.

the pressure is reduced, the lower the losses until the leak is fixed. Data analysis
shows that reducing the initial pressure by 2 bar will reduce the volume of

The solution works through the addition of two pilots within the control device.

leakage by 30%. Other benefits include protecting pipes (by better regulating

The first, the Modulating Pressure Pilot, ensures that the downstream pressure

pressure and avoiding unnecessarily high pressure in the system) and better

will increase while flow is also increasing. The second, the Remote Sensing

energy efficiency.

Pilot, limits the maximum pressure whatever the flow.
The Modulating Pressure Pilot is able to achieve this due to the addition of a
‘compensator’ which is linked to the sealing disc of the pilot. Changes in water
flow will vary the force applied on the compensator. This will then work in
combination with the mechanical force of the spring in the pilot to modulate the
downstream water pressure.
This offers significant and immediate benefits to any network by helping to
increase the efficiency of its operation.

The HYDROBLOC Premium is also designed to be very robust, engineered with
stainless steel components and an epoxy coating to prevent corrosion. Each
component is optimised for best performance, accuracy and reliability.
It has also been designed to be easy to fit and easy to maintain. As well as being
very compact, it is easy to assemble and reassemble. Pressure gauges are
included to ease set up and allow for quick setting of the controls. Everything has
been done to make this an easy way to instantly upgrade a network, providing the
ability to exercise complete control over pressure according to flow rate. It is a
solution that can be installed and set up without the need for major disruption or
much additional training – as it uses technology with which maintenance teams
are already familiar. Also, as it is fully automated, there’s no need to set up
additional power supply or remote control in order for the device to perform its
task.
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Section 3:
Cost effective action plan for harnessing the potential of control valves
While control valves provide a tried and tested solution for managing water
networks, their impact is only as effective as the strategy behind their use.
To achieve specific objectives, the type and settings of control valves need to be
carefully considered. If these are not used correctly, or maintained to ensure
they are functioning correctly, then potential efficiencies are being lost.
Therefore, as well as creating innovative new solutions, such as the HYDROBLOC
Premium, TALIS also works with customers to devise water management
strategies that harness the full capability of their existing control valves.
Working through this process can be a highly effective way to produce instant
results for minimum disruption and investment. A cost-effective action plan for
bringing pressure under control.
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Putting a Plan into Action
The first aim of the strategy should be to achieve full control over the network.
Step 1: Audit your current capability

Step 4: Create a strategy

You need to first determine the number, location and type of control valves

The network of control valves can then be placed within an overall strategy.

deployed across your network. It’s also important to understand their current

This will provide the correct settings for each device and may highlight where

settings, performance and the record of last service. As result, highlighting need

upgrades are required – e.g. changing the pilot unit to a device that can

for any replacements or repairs.

automatically change pressure according to demand.

Step 2: Gather data

Step 5: Implement the strategy and test impact

At the same time, it is a simple task to gather data on current pressure and

Once implemented, it is important to understand where reality varies from

flow across your network. This may have changed since it was last evaluated,

the anticipated outcomes. This may provide clues to unknown issues within a

for example, if new development in an area has increased use or changed the

network (e.g. potential leaks or problems with other components) or may provide

nature of usage (e.g., the development of a new industrial area).

new data to be factored into the strategy.

Step 3: Data analysis

Step 6: Run modelling again

TALIS works with water network managers to run data through software models

No solution should be static, but instead a means to drive a continuous cycle of

that allows the testing of potential solutions required to meet key objectives.

improvement. Once real data has been inputted and the immediate priorities

For example, looking at solutions to reduce incidence of non-revenue water.

dealt with, those managing water networks can move on to the next key areas

This means all potential solutions can be tried before they are implemented in

for improvement.

the field.
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Section 4:
The strategy in action
Such a strategy was implemented in a rural network on the outskirts of Toulouse,
France.
The network was 210 km across a hilly area, built between 1952 and 1963 using
cast iron and stuck PVC. The network was run by a private company under
contract with the public authority.
After the renewal of its contract, the network management company was
required to increase network efficiency by 5% within three years. In return, the
public authority undertook to finance the replacement of the approximately 13
km of the most critical pipes.
The low rate of efficiency at that time was mostly due to the age of the network.
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To meet the time and budgetary restrictions under which it was operating, the
private company started to identify and map all the control valves that were
installed across its network. After a month, it had identified 57 control valves
(all automatic), including those used for water level control inside reservoirs
(13 units).
These valves included different functions, brands and different operating
principles. In some cases, these were from manufacturers that were no longer
in existence. Therefore, the private company asked BAYARD for help, being the
best-known manufacturer in the country.
By working in partnership to help manage any replacements required and
providing appropriate training to maintenance teams, an audit was completed
in just two weeks.
The audit found that:
•

35% of the valves were working well

•

35% of the valves were in need of a complete maintenance as soon as
possible

•

The rest were found to be in need of replacement because they were either
too old or not suitable for the task.

To improve the network’s effectiveness, the decision was taken to:
1.

Order 16 new control valves

2.

For BAYARD to train the water company’s teams to ensure the maintenance
was carried out in the most efficient way.
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The specification for the new control valves was created by:

The Immediate impact of this work was as follows:

•

•

Gathering data from the network through installing devices to log pressure
and flow.

•

Checking levels of consumption after each installation

•

Defining the mandatory function and potential options (the selection of these

control valves, maintained 20 more, and set the correct values
•

Defining the correct size of the control valve and also confirming its correct

investment.
•

•

Defining what other components from the chamber to replace, in order to
increase performance and durability (e.g. gate valve, strainer or air valve)

Moreover, interventions for emergencies during the night or the weekend
were reduced by 60%.

location in the field (sometimes the existing chambers were not strategically
located within the network to have best effect)

Within these six months, the company saw that water volumes made
available dropped significantly, achieved through a relatively limited

options would then be dependent on cost)
•

Six months after this first operation, the private company had replaced 16

•

This economic gain was immediately reinvested to improve the
functionality of the existing control valves.

Further innovations saw BAYARD work with the company to implement pressure
modulation control based on flow. This was designed to be a function that could

For the training, BAYARD provided three days’ training for
three operators:

be retrofitted to the main valve, without major disruption or excavation.

•

1.5 days for theory and practise on a training bench

These were areas where flow rate varied considerably between day and night.

•

1.5 days for field training in real situations

Using the solution designed, high pressure was set at 6 bar and low pressure at

Three control valves were identified as being candidates for this functionality.

5 bar. 24 hours after installation, the flow rate at night went from 20 m3 per hour
The ambition was not only how to ensure the maintenance, but also how to define
the best setting on a control valve (depending on elevation, flow, headlosses,
etc.…)

to less than 15 m3 – a reduction of 25%.
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Overall outcomes
In less than three years, the combined work of this partnership increased
network efficiency by 8% - outperforming the original target.
As well as achieving its goal, the water company had also increased its ability
to harness the power of these valves to bring pressure under control. Its teams
were now able to implement strategies and respond to changing circumstances.
They appreciated how control valves are part of a ‘living’ network. For example,
each time there is a modification regarding flow rate (for example leak repairs),
they now work to reset the pilot system at the optimal value.

Chart shows the outlet pressure (red line) and flow (blue line). We see that,
during the night, outlet pressure drops automatically due to the setting on the
control valve. By decreasing the pressure, leakage is reduced and the network
is preserved.
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Section 5:
Control Valves – The Original Smart Device
As we can see, the creation of intelligent systems in water networks is nothing
new.
While the ‘internet of things’ and big data have a role to play in the future of water
management, companies should first try to maximise the smart technology they
already possess.
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Harnessing the potential of control valves has the potential to make immediate
impact with minimum cost or disruption, including:
•

The ability to exercise control on water management across your entire
network

•

Adapting current valves with innovative pilot technology to increase its
functionality

•

Minimal need to buy new valves or to incur the disruption of cost of removing
/ installing new valves

•

Technology that is within the current competence and understanding
of maintenance teams – meaning change can be achieved with minimal
training.

•

The ability to adapt to changes in demand – e.g. increased development or
change of use within an area (e.g. the building of a new housing estate or
factory).

TALIS has the products and expertise to enable companies to unlock these
benefits.
A simple solution for bringing pressure under control.
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